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Abstract

If the Zeeman energy is small, the lowest energy excitations of a two dimen-
sional electron gas at filling factorν � 1 are spinwaves(spin flip excitations). At
ν slightly larger (smaller) than unity, reversed spin electrons (spin holes) can form
bound states withK spinwavesthat are known as skyrmions,S�K (antiskyrmions,
S�K ). It is suggested in this work that a valence hole can also bindK spinwaves to
form an excitonic complexX�K , analogous to theS�K . One spin hole of theS�K is
simply replaced by the valence hole. Atν � 1, a small number ofS�K ’s are present
before introduction of the valence hole. TheS�K –X�K repulsion leads to correla-
tions and photoluminescence similar to those of a dilute electron–charged-exciton
(e–X�) system atν � 1

3. At ν � 1, theS�K –X�K attraction can potentially lead to
different behavior.
Keywords: quantum Hall effect, skyrmion, photoluminescence

1 Introduction

It has become clear [1, 2] that neutral (X) and charged (X �) excitons both play an im-
portant role in the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of realistic quantum Hall systems
at high magnetic field and low electron density (i.e. for filling factorν � 1

3). This is
true despite the “hidden symmetry” of the ideal theoretical model (“ITM” implies zero
well width, w, and very high magnetic field,B; impurity scattering will be ignored in
all our calculations) which suggests that PL occurs only from neutral exciton recombi-
nation [3]. At values ofν close to unity a considerable body of experimental data exists
[4, 5], but no simple picture of the PL process has emerged. In this note we suggest that
positively charged excitonic complexes (X �

K ) consisting ofK spin waves (SW), each
with angular momentumlSW � 1, bound to a valence hole (v) must occur forν � 1,
and that in real experimental systems at low temperature theseX �

K complexes could
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dominate the PL spectrum. A SW consists of a reversed-spin-electron–spin-hole pair
(eR, h) in the lowest Landau level (LL) of the conduction band.

Throughout this paper we contrast the predictions of the ITM with those of realistic
systems. The latter requires the admixture of a number of LL’s by the Coulomb inter-
action and taking into account the finite well widthw. Finite separationd between the
electron layer and the valence hole layer can also be included. These effects destroy the
“hidden symmetry” which occurs when the magnitude�Vi j� of the Coulomb interaction
is the same for any pair selected from (eR, h, v). The paper is organized in three main
sections. Section 2 contains a summary of the results predicted [1] for PL in dilute
systems (ν � 1

3�. Section 3 section contains a discussion of the elementary spin excita-
tions [6] of a system ofN electrons withν close to unity in the absence of any valence
band holes. In Section 4 a valence hole is introduced into theν � 1 system. The for-
mation ofX�K (v�K�SW) complexes is discussed using their analogy to skyrmions or
antiskyrmions. The implications for PL of the existence of a quantum liquid consisting
of electrons, skyrmions (antiskyrmions) and anX �

K for ν � 1 (ν � 1) are discussed.
Some preliminary numerical results for simple realistic systems are presented.

2 Energy Spectrum and PL for ν � 1
3

It has become rather standard to diagonalize numerically the Coulomb interaction for a
finite system ofN electrons confined to a spherical surface which contains at its center
a magnetic monopole of strength 2Q flux quanta [7]. In the ITM only states of the
lowest LL are included. For realistic experimental systems (having a finite quantum
well width w in a finite magnetic fieldB) both higher LL’s and the modification for the
Coulomb matrix elements associated with the envelope functions of the quantum well
must be included.

In Fig. 1 we present the energy spectrum for simple system consisting of two elec-
trons and one valence band hole at 2Q � 20 evaluated in the ITM and excluding the
Zeeman energy [1]. The solid dots are triplet electron states (the total spin of the pair of
electronsS� 1); the open circles are singlets (S� 0). The state labelede�X at angular
momentumL � 10 is a “multiplicative state” consisting of an unbound electron and a
neutral exciton (X). Notice that only one bound state (labeledX �

td ) occurs. It is atL� 9
and is called the “dark triplet” because it is forbidden to decay radiatively.

In Fig. 2 similar results are presented for a realistic system consisting of a symmet-
ric GaAs quantum well of widthw � 11�5 nm at the finite values of the magnetic field
B � 68 and 13 T. The appropriate electron Zeeman splitting has been included, and
only the lowest state of each triplet is shown. To achieve even qualitative agreement
with experimental data, it has also been necessary to include a number of higher LL’s,
particularly at the lower magnetic fields. Five LL’s were needed to obtain convergence
in our calculations. In Fig. 2a, at the high magnetic field of 68 T, theX �

td atL� 9 is still
the ground state, but singlet and another triplet bound states occur at other values ofL
(the singletX�

s and the tripletX�

tb both atL � 10 have roughly half the binding energy
of the X�

td ). At B � 13 T, as shown in Fig. 2b,X�
s at L � 10 is the ground state, and

theX�

td at L � 9 andX�

tb at L � 10 are excited states. The spectrum is quite sensitive
to the experimental parameters. The well widthw enters the Coulomb interaction [1]
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Figure 1: The energy spectrum (energyE vs. angular momentumL)
of the 2e–1v system on a Haldane sphere with the Landau level degen-
eracy of 2Q�1� 21. EX is the exciton energy, andλ is the magnetic
length. Different symbols distinguish between singlet (S � 0) and
triplet (S � 1) states.

throughV �r� � e2�
�

r2�d2, whered is proportional tow. The cyclotron frequencies
ωce�B� andωcv�B� for the electrons and valence band hole, and the Zeeman energy
EZ�B�, are taken from experiment, after Refs. [8] and [9], respectively. For the values
of the parameters used in our calculations, the singlet and triplet ground states cross
at a value ofB of the order of 30 T. This is in agreement with the calculations of
Whittaker and Shields [10] who used a different numerical approach. Because exact
diagonalization gives the eigenfunctions as well as the eigenvalues, it is straightfor-
ward to evaluate matrix elements of the luminescence operatorL̂ �

�
d2r Ψ̂e�r�Ψ̂v�r�

between an initial stateΦi of N electrons and one valence hole, and final statesΦ f

containingN � 1 electrons.Ψ̂e andΨ̂v are the annihilation operators for an electron
and valence hole respectively. The oscillator strength for the transition [11] from

��Φi

�

to
���Φ f

�
is proportional to� �Φ f �L̂�Φi 	 �2. For an isolated charged excitonX� (where

N � 2) angular momentum conservation forbids the lowest triplet (X �

td ) from decaying
radiatively; the subscript “d” stands for “dark”. The singletX �

s and the excited triplet
X�

tb (“b” stands for “bright”) both have finite oscillator strengths which are of the same
order of magnitude.

When additional electrons are present (N � 2) radiative decay of theX �

td is not
strictly forbidden, since in the recombination process an unbound electron can scatter,
changing the momentum of the final state. However, it was found that forν � 1

3 such
decays are weak because Laughlin correlations of theX � with unbound electrons in-
hibit close collisions. The amplitude for radiative decay of theX �

td is estimated [1] to
be smaller by one or more orders of magnitude than those of theX �

s andX�

tb . It was
suggested in [1] that theX�

td would be difficult to see in PL, and that the non-crossing
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1, but for a realistic GaAs quantum well of
width w � 11�5 nm at the finite values of magnetic fieldB as shown.
The Zeeman energy has been included, and five LL’s for both elec-
trons and hole have been used in the diagonalization.

peaks observed by Hayneet al. [12] were theX �
s andX�

tb . The presence of impurities
relaxes the∆L� 0 selection rule, and theX�

td peak is clearly observed at very low tem-
perature where the excitedX�

tb andX�
s states are sparsely populated [2]. The agreement

of experiment [2] and the numerical predictions [1] reinforce the hope of using PL to
understand correlations in fractional quantum Hall systems.

3 Spin Excitations Near ν � 1

For filling factorν equal to unity, the lowest energy excitations are spin flip excitations
which create a reversed spin electron,eR, in the samen � 0 LL leaving behind a spin
hole,h, in the otherwise filledν � 1 state. Even when the Zeeman energyE Z is zero,
the Coulomb exchange energy will spontaneously break the spin (
��) symmetry giving
a spin polarized ground state. In Fig. 3a we show the low lying spin excitations of the
ν � 1 state (withEZ taken to be zero) for a system ofN � 12 electrons [6]. The solid
square atL � 0 is the spin polarizedν � 1 ground state with spinS � 6. The symbol
K � 1

2N� S is the number of spin flips away from the fully spin polarized state. The
band of open squares connected by a dashed line gives the spin wave dispersionε SW�L�.
The angular momentumL is related to wave numberk by L� kR, whereR is the radius
of the spherical surface to which theN electrons are confined. The SW consists of a
singleeRh pair; its dispersion can be evaluated analytically [13]. The solid circles, open
circles, etc. represent states containing 2, 3, . . . spin flips (i.e. 2, 3, . . .e Rh pairs). Dot-
dashed lines connect low lying states with equal numbers of spin flips. It is interesting
to note the almost straight line connecting the lowest energy states at 0� L � 6. This
can be interpreted as band ofK SW’s each withlSW� 1 with L�K. The near linearity
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Figure 3: The energy spectra of 12 electrons in the lowest LL calcu-
lated on Haldane sphere with 2Q � 11 (a) and 12 (b).

suggests that theseK SW’s are very nearly non-interacting. In Fig. 3b we show the
numerical results for the situation in which 2Q � 12 (Q is the angular momentum of
the lowest LL or angular momentum shell), so that one vacancy must be present in
theν � 1 state. The notation is the same as in Fig. 3a. Here theS � 0 state appears
at L � 6. This is simply the single spin hole ofl � Q � 6. What is most interesting
in the figure is the band of low lying states containingK � 0, 1, 2, . . . SW’s bound
to the spin hole. The energy decreases with increasingK, but the decrease is slower
than linear. In Fig. 3 we have neglected the Zeeman energy (taken theg-value equal to
zero). For a finiteg-value the Zeeman energy is simplyKE Z, whereEZ is the Zeeman
energy of a single spin flip. The Coulomb energy of the lowest state containingK
SW’s isEC�K� � EC�

1
2N��βS2, whereβ is a parameter,E� 1

2N� is the energy of the
lowestL � S � 0 state in Fig. 3b, andS, the total spin, is equal to12N �K. Adding
the Zeeman energyKEZ leads to a total energyE�K� � EC�

1
2N��β�1

2N�K�2�EZK.
This energy has a minimum atK � K0 �

1
2�N�EZ�β� implying that the lowest state

contains approximatelyK0 spin flips. ForEZ � 0, K0 �
1
2N, and the ground state is

completely depolarized (i.e.S � 0). As EZ is increased, the number of spin flips,K,
in the lowest energy state decreases until atEZ � βN only the spin hole in theν � 1
state remains. The state with the integral value ofK (closest toK0) which gives the
lowest energy is a measure of the size of the antiskyrmion, the state consisting ofK
SW’s bound to a spin hole in theν � 1 state [14]. By electron–hole symmetry the state
containing one reversed spin electron,eR, in addition to the filledν � 1 level will form
an analogous skyrmion state consisting ofK SW’s bound to the originale R.

The most stable skyrmion or antiskyrmion size depends weakly on the quantum
well width for theν � 1 state, but forν � 3, 5, . . . the well widthw must be of the
order of a few times the magnetic length in order to obtain stable bound states of SW’s
and spin holes or reversed spin electrons [6, 15]. As reported by Melik-Alaverdianet al.
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[16], the inclusion of the admixture of higher LL’s caused by the Coulomb interaction
weakly affects the skyrmion energy spectrum, particularly when the finite wel widthw
is also taken into account.

The skyrmion and antiskyrmion statesS�K are quite analogous to the excitonicX �

K
states of valence band holes interacting with conduction band electrons. In the ITM,
a valence hole has exactly the same interactions as a spin hole in theν � 1 state of
the conduction band. In fact these two types of holes can probably be distinguished
by an isospin as is done for electrons on different layers of a bilayer system [17]. The
spectrum and possible condensed states of a multicomponent Fermion liquid contain-
ing electrons,X�

1 , X�

2 , . . . , etc., has been considered by W´ojs et al. [18]. Exactly the
same ideas are applicable to a liquid of electrons and skyrmions or antiskyrmions of
different sizes. The only difference is that the skyrmionS� � he2

R is stable while the
X� � ve2 has a finite lifetime for radiative recombination of an electron–valence-hole
pair.

When there areNh spin holes in theν � 1 level (orNe reversed spin electrons in
addition to the filledν � 1 level) and whenNh (or Ne) is much smaller thanN � 2Q�1,
the degeneracy of the filled lowest LL, then the most stable configuration will consist
of Nh antiskyrmions (orNe skyrmions) of the most stable size. These antiskyrmions
(or skyrmions) repel one another. They are positively (or negatively) charged Fermions
with standard LL structure, so it is not surprising that they would form either a Wigner
lattice or a Laughlin condensed state withν for the antiskyrmion (or skyrmion) equal
to an odd denominator fraction as discussed in Refs. [6, 19, 20].

4 Photoluminescence Near ν � 1

In the ITM, a valence hole acts exactly like a spin hole in theν � 1 level of the con-
duction band. Therefore we would expect an excitonic complex consisting ofK SW’s
bound to the valence hole to be the lowest energy state, in the same way that the an-
tiskyrmion consisting ofK SW’s bound to a spin hole in theν � 1 level gives the
lowest energy state whenEZ is less thanβN. For a small number of valence holes,
the X�K � v�eRh�K excitonic complexes formed by each valence hole will repel one
another. If a small number of antiskyrmions are already present (forν � 1), the pos-
itively charged antiskyrmion–charged-exciton repulsion will lead to Laughlin correla-
tions or Wigner crystallization of the multicomponent Fermion liquid. Just as for the
X� excitons in the dilute regime, the PL at low temperature will be dominated by the
X�K � S�K�

�γ process, withK � � K or K�1 depending on spin of the annihilated va-
lence hole (i.e. on the circular polarization of the emitted photonγ). This corresponds
to the most stableX�K undergoing radiativeev or eRv recombination and leaving be-
hind an antiskyrmion consisting ofK or K�1 SW’s bound to a spin hole of theν � 1
state. Because the valence hole and the spin hole in theν � 1 conduction level are
distinguishable (or have different isospin) even in the ITM this PL is not forbidden.

It will be very interesting to see how realistic sample effects (finite well width,
LL admixture, finite separation between the electron and valence hole layers) alter the
conclusions of the ITM. As one preliminary example we show in Fig. 4 the binding
energy of theX�1 � v�eRh� andX�2 � v�eRh�2 complexes for different values of the
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Figure 4: Binding energies ofX�1 � v�eRh� atL�Q�1 andQ, and of
X�2 � v�eRh�2 atL�Q�2 as a function ofd, thee–v layer separation.
The calculations are for a GaAs quantum well of width 10 nm at a
magnetic fieldB � 20 T. Different curves include one, two, and three
LL’s for the valence hole.

total angular momentumL as a function of the separation between the electron and
valence hole layers. The calculation was done for parameters corresponding to a GaAs
quantum well of widthw � 10 nm, at a magnetic field of 20 T. Different symbols
(open circles, open diamonds, and solid circles) are for calculations in which one,
two, or three LL’s for the valence hole have been included (inter-LL excitations of
conduction electrons are less important due to their smaller effective mass. Clearly,
binding energies decrease with increasing layer separation as expected.

The situation is quite more complicated atν � 1, when negatively charged skyrmions
are present before the introduction of the valence holes. The skyrmions are attracted
by either the valence holev or theX �

K charge exciton to form the neutral multiexci-
ton complexesXK � �eRv��eRh�K�1 [21] or the negatively charged skyrmion excitons
X�

K � eR�eRv��eRh�K�1. On the other hand, each charged complex may induce and
bind a number of SW’s. How these interactions affect the PL of realistic systems can
only be guessed, and we are currently investigating real sample effects in systems con-
taining a small number of skyrmions (or antiskyrmions) and valence band excitonic
complexes. However, let us present in Fig. 5 the results obtained in the ITM.

The fact that the binding energy for theeRv� eRh � X2 process remains negative
for d � 1�35λ suggests that in symmetric structures the attraction betweenv andS�

1
(or a larger skyrmion) causes breakup of the latter and emission of free SW’s:v�
eR�eRh�K � eRv�K�eRh. This would make the equilibrium PL signal come from the
same (neutral) excitonic complex,eRv, regardless of the size of the skyrmions present
in the system. On the other hand, theeRv exciton might attract a secondeR or S� to
acquire charge, and then become able to induce and bind one or more SW’s to form a
largeX�

K .
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Figure 5: Binding energies ofX2 � �eRv��eRh�, X�

1 � eR�eRv�, and
X�

2 � eR�eRv��eRh� as a function ofd, thee–v layer separation. The
calculations are for the ideal theoretical model (ITM), the monopole
strength is 2Q� 30, andλ is the magnetic length.

We believe that numerical diagonalization for realistic models including LL admix-
ture and finite well width should explain the behavior of PL for electron filling factors
close to unity. The qualitative behavior expected has been discussed in this note. Re-
alistic “numerical experiments” are being carried out to check whether the expected
behavior is correct. These results will be reported elsewhere.
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